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5nine and Quest Partner to Offer Security as a Service in their Datacenters
Quest Delivers Security as a Service to Its Customers with 5nine Cloud Security
and the Free 5nine Extension for Azure Pack
Click to Tweet: 5nine and Quest Partner to Offer Security as a Service in their Datacenters
CHICAGO, IL (Oct 14, 2015) – 5nine Software, the leading global Hyper-V virtualization security and
management provider, announced that it is partnering with Quest®, a Technology Management
company, to offer their customers Security as a Service (SECaaS). With 5nine Cloud Security Azure Pack
Extension, Quest will now deliver SECaaS to its customers by enabling tenants to protect their Windows
Server, Windows, and Linux virtual machines directly through the Azure Pack portal.
“We are happy to boost sales for our partners like Quest by expanding the services that they can offer to
their customers with 5nine Cloud Security,” said Symon Perriman, VP of Business Development at 5nine
Software. “Now not only can Quest provide greater security for their customers, but also generate new
revenue by delivering Security as a Service as a value-added offering.”
5nine Cloud Security Azure Pack Extension is the only SECaaS solution to protect private, public and
hybrid clouds running on the Microsoft Cloud Platform. It allows hosting and service providers to secure
multi-tenant environments and virtual machines through Azure Pack. With the 5nine Cloud Security
Azure Pack Extension, Quest will now be available to:




Differentiate themselves and monetize by offering one-click Security as a Service
Provide automatic and immediate agentless protection for tenants for guaranteed security
Run more virtual machines on each host due to 5nine having the lowest scanning performance
impact in the industry

“As a solution provider with more than 30 years of experience, we are committed to helping our
customers achieve the IT capabilities they need and want,” said Tim Burke, Quest President and CEO.
“To that end Security as a Service is an essential addition to our growing solutions portfolio and we are
very pleased to partner with 5nine Software and extend its value to our customers while improving our
own security and compliance."

About Quest
With more than 30 years of experience helping businesses adapt and thrive with evolving technology,
Quest is one of the most established and versatile managed service providers, and a worldwide leader in
technology management offering a portfolio of professional, cloud, and managed services. Either on-site
or from one of over two dozen secure global service delivery centers, Quest offers security, disaster
recovery, business continuity, data backup and replication, Desktops as a Service, virtualization, system
performance, application development, and wireless solutions to power and manage your entire
enterprise.
Quest was one of the winners of CRN’s Triple Crown Award and was named to their recent Fast Growth
150, Solution Provider 500, Tech Elite 250 and Managed Service Provider Elite 150 lists.
Quest © 2015. Quest® is a registered trademark of Quest Media & Supplies, Inc.
Contact Quest
Barbara_Klide@QuestSys.com
About 5nine Software
5nine Software is the leading global Hyper-V virtualization security and management provider. It offers
the first and only agentless security and management solutions for Microsoft Hyper-V. 5nine Software
provides innovative, powerful and easy-to-use software designed to reduce costs, increase productivity
and mitigate security risks. Today, 5nine Software helps more than 72,000 satisfied users around the
globe to reach the full potential of their virtual infrastructure.
Founded in 2009, 5nine Software is headquartered in Chicago, with offices worldwide.
Find out more by visiting http://www.5nine.com/.
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